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Paired and Unpaired Charge Stripes in the Ferromagnetic Phase ofLa0.5Ca0.5MnO3
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The mysterious coexistence of ferromagnetism and charge ordering in La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 is found to
result from an inhomogenous spatial mixture of incommensurate charge-ordered and ferromagnetic
charge-disordered microdomains with a size of 20–30 nm. Furthermore, high resolution lattice images
of the incommensurate charge-ordered microdomains indicate a charge-ordered state with a fine mixture
of paired and unpaired Jahn-Teller distorted Mn31 stripes. We propose that the unpaired Mn31 stripes
arise from disordering of thedz2 orbitals. These results demonstrate a dramatic case of microscopic-
scale electronic phase separation. [S0031-9007(98)07522-X]

PACS numbers: 75.30.Kz, 71.38.+ i, 75.50.Cc, 75.70.Pa
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The rich physics of colossal magnetoresistive com
pounds with perovskite structure is dominated by th
intriguing competition between ferromagnetic doubl
exchange coupling and charge/orbital ordering [1–5
Charge localization, prerequisite of charge ordering,
mutually exclusive with ferromagnetism in the doubl
exchange mechanism which requires actual hoppi
of charge carriers. The general ground state of mix
valence manganites, e.g., La12xCaxMnO3, is therefore
either a ferromagnetic (FM) metal or an antiferromagnet
(AF) charge-ordered insulator. Thex  0.5 compound,
which is located on the phase boundary separating the
two competing ground states, provides a rare opportun
for studies of these competing interactions. Early repo
have shown that La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 first undergoes a FM
transition at 240 K on cooling and then follows a first
order transition to an AF charge-ordered state at 135
(185 K on warming) [6]. Recent electron diffraction
experiment showed that the FM to AF transition actual
coincides with an incommensurate (IC) to commensura
(CM) or nearly commensurate (NC) charge-orderin
transition [7]. Furthermore, both electron and x-ra
diffraction experiments have found the surprising coe
istence of ferromagnetism and IC charge ordering in th
narrow temperature window [7,8]. However, the detaile
nature of this coexistence is still largely unknown. In thi
Letter, we report microstructures related to the FM-to-A
transition and the IC charge ordering in La0.5Ca0.5MnO3
by both dark field and high resolution electron mi
croscopy. It is shown that the FM phase is spatial
inhomogeneous consisting of both the IC charge-order
and the ferromagnetic charge-disordered microdoma
with a size about 20–30 nm. The FM-to-AF transitio
is characterized by an evolution of the IC charge-order
microdomains inside the FM domains. Recently, it ha
been shown that paired charge-ordered Mn31 stripes are
the fundamental building blocks of the charge-ordere
states in the perovskite manganites [9]. Our high res
lution lattice images observed in the IC charge-ordere
phase, however, show the presence of both paired a
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unpaired charge-ordered Mn31 stripes. We propose that
complete orbital ordering does not occur simultaneous
with charge ordering in the incommensurate phase, and
presence of unpaired Mn31 stripes is a direct consequenc
of the orbital disordering in the charge-ordered stripes.

Samples, both poly- and single-crystalline, for electro
diffraction were prepared by mechanical polishing fo
lowed by ion milling at liquid nitrogen temperature. Th
experiment was carried out using a JEOL 2000FX ele
tron microscope equipped with a low temperature samp
stage and a 14-bit charge-coupled array detector. In p
ticular, high resolution images were taken under the co
dition in which the objective aperture size is large enoug
to include electron diffraction spots at large scattering a
gles corresponding to a spacing up to 1.9 Å in real spa
The contrast in the image is, therefore, mainly due to t
atomic displacement, not due to charge distribution [10]

We have carried out anin situ observation in the
temperature range between 250 and 95 K in order
examine the changes in microstructure associated w
the FM to AF transition in La0.5Ca0.5MnO3. Figure 1
shows the microstructural changes of the transition duri
the cooling process. Note that the transition temperatu
sTN d determined by the magnetic measurement is abo
135 K on cooling [4]. Figure 1(a), which is taken a
142 K by using one of the satellite spots due to char
ordering, shows a typical microstructure in the FM pha
of La0.5Ca0.5MnO3. In this so-called dark-field image,
we can see clearly bright specklelike contrasts due to
charge-ordered microdomains with size about 20–30 n
On the other hand, the regions with dark contrast shou
be regarded as normal lattice structure with no char
ordering, i.e., FM charge-disordered regions. On furth
cooling below TN , as shown in a similar image taken
at 124 K [Fig. 1(b)], the size of the charge-ordere
microdomains has grown to be,50 60 nm at the ex-
pense of the FM charge-disordered domains and at
temperature of 95 K [Fig. 1(c)] charge-ordered domai
cover basically the entire region. The rapid decrea
of the incommensurability on cooling [7,8], occur
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (a), (b), and (c) are dark-field images obtained on cooling from a charge ordering superlattice reflection at tempe
of 142, 124, and 95 K, respectively. As the temperature is lowered, the charge-ordered domains with bright contrast grow
at the expense of the ferromagnetic charge-disordered domains with dark contrast. The charge-ordered domain in (c) i
commensurate as indicated by electron diffraction and residual discommensurations (wavy dark lines) with 70 nm spac
visible, which considerably darken the contrast of the domain.
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simultaneously as the IC charge-ordered microdoma
grow at the expense of the FM charge-disordered doma
On warming aboveTN (180 K), images similar to that
shown in Fig. 2(a) are also seen. From the dark-field im
ages in the FM phase, it is now clear that the FM pha
of La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 is characterized by a fine mixture o
the two competing ground states, namely, the AF charg
ordered and the FM charge-disordered microdomains. W
emphasize that the fine mixture of the two electronical
different phases at low temperatures is not due to chemi
composition inhomogeneities. Our samples are charac
ized to be chemically homogeneous byin situ electron mi-
croprobe analysis using x-ray fluorescence with a spa
resolution of 20 nm.

In order to elucidate details of the IC charge orde
ing in the FM phase, high resolution lattice images we
first carefully investigated around 200 K. Figure 2(a)
a high resolution lattice image along thef001g zone axis
obtained at 206 K on cooling. Electron diffraction stud
shows that the charge ordering is incommensurate w
a wave vector ofs1y2 2 ´, 0, 0d and incommensurability
´  0.085. The lattice fringes corresponding to a 5.5 Å
planar spacing are clearly resolved in Fig. 2(a). The mo
striking feature in the image is the presence of the clust
with an average size of,10 20 nm, in which quasiperi-
odic paired lattice fringes with a significant lattice con
traction s,8%d can be seen clearly. Fourier transform
from these clusters shows incommensurate superlat
peaks consistent with the electron diffraction results. T
clusters could be identified as the IC charge-ordered m
crodomains, which was seen as bright contrast speckle
the dark-field image shown in Fig. 1(a). The paired lattic
fringes with enhanced dark contrast have been previou
ascribed to the Jahn-Teller distorted stripes (JTS) of t
Mn31O6 octahedra, and the characteristic pairing of JTS
with large lattice contractions have also been found
be the fundamental building blocks in the charge-order
states of the manganites [9]. In addition, there are regio
of similar sizes in which only regular lattice fringes with
5.5 Å spacing can be seen, without the presence of a
quasiperiodic pairs JTS’s. We identify these regions
the FM charge-disordered microdomains, which show
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as the dark speckles in Fig. 1(a). High resolution lattic
images are, therefore, totally consistent with the results
dark-field images shown in Fig. 1(a).

Close examinations of the charge-ordered m
crodomains in Fig. 2(a), moreover, reveal that sing
(unpaired) JTS occasionally exists between two pair
JTS’s, as indicated by an arrow in Fig. 2(a). The coe
istence of unpaired and paired JTS’s is very interesti
since the pairing tendency of JTS’s is known to be ve
strong as reported previously [9]. We first note that th
spacing between two unpaired JTS’s is about 30 Å
average in this case, which coincides with that of discom
mensurations estimated from the incommensurability
´  0.085. This strongly suggests that unpaired JTS
should serve as discommensurations in the IC char
ordered microdomains. In order to learn more about t
unpaired JTS in the IC phase, we have cooled the sam
between 130 K to a NC charge ordered [7,8]. Figure
displays a high resolution lattice image obtained fro
the NC phase at 95 K. It is clear that, in the NC phas
most of the JTS’s are now paired with a2a0 periodicity
and only very few unpaired JTS’s still remain. This i
consistent with the rapid decrease of incommensurabil
from the IC phase to the NC (or CM) phase. One of th
remaining unpaired JTS’s is highlighted by an arrow
the boxed area B as shown in Fig. 3. The appearan
of the unpaired JTS’s in the NC phase is very simila
to that observed in the IC phase as shown in Fig. 2(
and these are the residual discommensurations in the
phase at low temperatures. Another feature indicated
the boxed area A can be identified as antiphase bound
of the paired JTS’s where the pairing order of JTS’s
completely out of phase across the antiphase bounda
To clearly show the phase relationship of the paired JTS
on either side of the antiphase boundary, we show
the inset of Fig. 3 intensity profiles from the immediat
regions separated by the antiphase boundary. The ph
relationship of the paired JTS across the antiphase bou
ary is differed byp; i.e., they are shifted by 5.5 Å. We
note from Fig. 3 that the antiphase boundary is usua
quite short,30 40 Å in length and the paired JTS’s on
either side of the antiphase boundary eventually beco
3973
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FIG. 2(color). (a) High resolution lattice image in the FM
phase at 206 K showing fine mixture of IC charge-ordere
and FM charge-disordered microdomains. An unpaired JT
sandwiched between paired JTS’s is indicated by an arro
An inverted intensity profile of this configuration is shown a
the inset in (a). (b) and (c) show in-phase and out-of-pha
configurations, respectively, of the paired JTS surroundin
the orbital-disordered JTS. Blue lines represents Mn31 JTS
and thedz2 orbital ordering (disordering) is indicated by the
slanted red slashes (random-dotted red strip). For clari
rows of nondistorted Mn41O6 sandwiched between the Mn31

JTS’s are now shown here. (b) and (c) transform int
residual discommensuration (d) and antiphase boundary (
respectively, in the commensurate phase where complete orb
ordering is realized. The lattice contraction between the pair
JTS is exaggerated in (e) to highlight the phase differen
of p on either side of the antiphase boundary indicated by
dashed line.

in phase again with the presence of discommensuratio
in its immediate neighborhood.

From the above observations, we can see that m
of the unpaired JTS’s in the IC phase transform int
paired JTS’s at lower temperatures, and new orderi
defects of antiphase boundaries occur as a result
this transformation. We now propose a model involvin
disordering ofdz2 orbitals which is consistent with our
observations. Let us first examine the origin of th
contrast of the unpaired JTS’s in the IC phase. A
3974
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FIG. 3(color). High resolution lattice image of nearly com
mensurate charge ordering at 95 K showing the residu
discommensurations (indicated by an arrow in area A) and a
tiphase boundaries of paired JTS’s (highlighted in boxed ar
B). Inset shows intensity scans of two immediate regions
paired JTS’s separated by an antiphase boundary showing
phase shift ofp. Paired JTS’s are also indicated.

inverted intensity trace perpendicular to the stripes in th
IC charge-ordered microdomains is shown as the ins
of Fig. 2(a), which shows an unpaired JTS (as indicate
by an arrow) is sandwiched between the two paire
JTS’s. It is noted that the intensity of the unpaire
JTS is nearly as strong as that of the paired JT
Since the enhanced dark contrast of the paired JTS’s
attributed to the JT distortion of the Mn31O6 octahedra
and orbital ordered JTS’s have a strong tendency to for
pairs [9], it is reasonable to interpret the enhanced da
contrast of the single unpaired JTS also as due to t
JT distorted Mn31O6 octahedra, but with no long-range
orbital ordering along the stripe. A schematic descriptio
of the IC charge ordering is shown in Fig. 2(b). The
configuration of JTS in Fig. 2(b) can be derived by
the introduction of an orbital disordered JTS (ODJTS
into the regular arrangement of paired JTS. We shou
note thatchargeordering remains intact in this situation
despite the orbital disordering in ODJTS. We wil
therefore distinguishcharge (in italics) ordering and
orbital ordering hereafter. (The general phenomenon
“charge ordering” including orbital’s degree of freedom
will continue to be inferred with nonitalic form.) Two
possibilities exist for the phase relationship of the orbita
ordering of the two paired JTS on either side of th
ODJTS. Namely, they can be either in phase or o
of phase, as shown, respectively, in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c
High resolution lattice images as shown in Fig. 2(a), o
course, cannot distinguish these two possibilities. It
noted that Fig. 2 actually describes a charge-ordered st
with commensuratechargeordering and incommensurate
orbital ordering.

As the sample is cooled toward the IC-NC transition
the transformation of unpaired JTS’s into paired JTS
requires long-range orbital ordering within the unpaire
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ODJTS. Orbital ordering along ODJTS for the in-phas
configuration [Fig. 2(b)] is frustrated and can adopt a
orientation parallel to one of its nearest JTS’s. A
a result, there is a phase shift ofp for the orbital
ordering across the newly ordered, but unpaired, JT
[Fig. 2(d)]. Naturally, this type of new defects will serve
as discommensurations in the NC (or CM) phase.
fact, an identical configuration of discommensuration
has been proposed as a result of neutron scatter
experiment [7]. For the out-of-phase configuration o
ODJTS [Fig. 2(c)], on the other hand, there is a preferre
orbital ordering that will lead to pairing tendencies with
its nearest JTS and give rise to antiphase boundar
[Fig. 2(e)] perpendicular to stripes. If only out-of-phas
ODJTS’s exist in the IC phase, then we will expec
the low temperature phase should be truly commensur
with ´  0, since antiphase boundaries do not contribu
to incommensurabilities in this case. However, if ther
are a significant number of in-phase ODJTS’s in th
IC phase, charge ordering at low temperatures will b
nearly commensurates´ > 0d due to the presence of these
defects as discommensurations. This could explain w
we often observe a mixture of grains showing either CM
or NC charge ordering at low temperatures. In view o
the two possible evolution paths of the ODJTS durin
the transition to the commensurate phase, namely, eit
antiphase boundaries or residual discommensurations,
rapid decrease of incommensurabilitys´d as temperature
is lowered can be easily understood.

The quasiperiodic fine mixture of paired JTS’s
and unpaired ODJTS for the IC charge ordering i
La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 as shown in Fig. 2(a) is similar to the IC
structure of long-period superlattice observed in alloy
such as Cu3Pd and Ag3Mg [11,12]. In these alloys,
the incommensurability arises from the fine mixture o
several distinct long-period superlattice with differen
characteristic cell dimensions which are multiples of th
basic unit cell. The configuration of a single ODJTS
sandwiched between two paired JTS’s found in the I
phase will break the regular2a0 paired JTS modulation
and create locally a new spacing of3a0 between them.
However, it should be noted that the3a0 configuration in
this case is different from the3a0 paired JTS’s observed
in La0.33Ca0.67MnO3 [9], although their appearances in
high resolution lattice images are quite similar. In th
case of La0.33Ca0.67MnO3, the single dark stripe between
the3a0 paired JTS is associated with the Mn41O6 octahe-
dra which exhibit no Jahn-Teller distortions. Therefore
the intensity of the stripe due to the Mn41O6 octahedra
is much weaker than that of the distorted Mn31O6
octahedra [9].

The presence unpaired JTS in the IC phase as revea
in our high resolution lattice images may provide the firs
experimental indication in manganites which suggests
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chargeordering can occur without complete orbital order-
ing. All the experimental evidences of charge ordering
in manganites including 2D systems [13,14] have shown
or suggested thatchargeordering and orbital ordering oc-
cur simultaneously and orbital ordering is automatically
assumed when the term “charge ordering” is used. How
ever, there are no apparent reasons why these two degre
of freedom should order concomitantly. It is important to
distinguish these two degrees of freedom, and our data a
totally consistent with the scenario that totalchargeorder-
ing with incommensurate orbital occurs in the IC phase a
higher temperatures and commensurate orbital ordering fi
nally takes place during the transition into the CM phase
at lower temperatures.

In conclusion, it is shown clearly that the ferromag-
netic phase is characterized by a fine mixture of the
AF incommensurate charge-ordered and the FM charge
disordered microdomains. This coexistence in the nar
row temperature region provides a remarkable exampl
of microscopic-scale electronic phase separation. As th
temperature is further decreased, the system eventua
becomes an electronically homogeneous AF commensu
rate charge-orbital–ordered state. Our observation ind
cates that distinction betweenchargeordering and orbital
ordering is necessary, andcharge ordering with incom-
mensurate orbital ordering occurs in the FM phase an
the FM to AF transition is characterized by an IC to CM
ordering transition of the orbital degree of freedom.
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